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some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2088 3 Arthur St Evandale. Hare: Rickshaw

Run Report:
Perfect weather in Launceston for a Hash run, not a cloud in
the sky and the temperature has topped out a cool 28 oc. As
the Hashers assemble at the ON ON site the G.M and Aloha
are transferring warm boags lite stubbies into an esky full of
ice, what has happened to our kegs??. 6:30pm passes as the
last hashers to arrive Scary and Abba hop out of their van.
Abba calls YA YA Vilken tid går den här jävla kör startRickShaw få det igång. The run starts on Arthur St there is drink
stop and an opportunity to have a swim, ON ON calls Rickshaw. Steve and Mr Sheen lead the pack out turn left into
Arthur St cross Murray St and head into Pioneer Park where
the trail is lost. The pack scatters in all direction as the chalk
trail appears to have been washed away by last nights rain.
Rainbow finally finds the trail leading into the grounds of the
historic St Andrews church we find a FT scrawled on the
church steps. The pack is now disseminated through the township of Evandale checking in all directions. The trail is picked up
in Murray St heading south to the first check outside the
Claredon Arms hotel. Most of the pack that was checking when
the trail was lost in Pioneer park have already picked up the
trail and can be heard calling ON ON in Russell St near the market . The pack bunches up as the trail leaves Russell St and
turns left into Coachmans Rd another left leads us into Hartnoll
Place which is a Cul-de-sac. The trail heads into Beresford Park
and emerges onto Arthur St via several lane ways. The trail
passes the fire station and turn right into Leopold St which
leads to another check as we cross Barclay St. The front runners pick up the trail heading north in Honeysuckle Grove, the
pack regroups for a quick photo outside Gorby’s old house then
leaves Honeysuckle Grove via the lane way at the end taking us
onto Cambock Lane West. The trail is now heading west and
takes us onto High St then turns north passes the old water tower. A further 500 metres and we again head west this time on
Leighlands Rd. The trail follows Leighlands Rd to the bridge then
heads into the bush which follows the banks of the South Esk
River past Buffalo Park and continues onto Rotary Park where we
cross the river to the drink stop. Fortunately the river is only knee
deep and all cross without taking a dunking. Cold light stubbies
and small shot glasses of port are lined up waiting to be sampled
next to the ON HOME sign. Battery’s are recharged and the pack
heads off for the final 2Km trek to the ON ON site.
Another great run of about 8Km set by Rickshaw.

ON ON:
The front runners Steve and Mr Sheen arrive back at the ON ON
site expecting a cold beer from the keg only to be told there are
no kegs tonight only ice cold Boags light stubbies. It is too hot to
complain and the tops are soon twisted off a couple of stubbies.
More Hashers arrive, I am not drinking light, neither am I is echoing around Arthur St. Bugsy and Goblet arrive back and call to the
G.M give us a light it is bloody hot we are driving. More Hashers
arrive back and call for heavy beer what has happened to LH3.
Scary staggers home and says what is all the fuss about I have a
cold keg of light and heavy in the back of the van. The kegs are
unloaded only to find that Tagg has left one of the Miracle
Coolers at home. The heavy barrel is soon pouring ice cold ale
and the light drinkers are quenching their thirst with stubbies.
Aloha has the perfect entertainment area, under cover seating
area, big screen TV to watch the big bash cricket and an outdoor paved area for the barby and the skulls. The beer is flowing well, the Hashers interested in cricket are seated around
the TV and the rest are mingling around when Fingers notices
that one Hashers trouser are six inches short at the bottom.
What has Lizzie been washing them in ??probably cold water
adds a few Hashers as the Hydro is not connected at Benson
Crt. As the laughter dies down there is a roar from the cricket
fans the TV has been turned over to MKR as that is what the
master TV in side has been tuned to. Gobblet calls form a
circle it is Skolling time Hash Pash has filled up the grails and
the G.M is getting hungry and he wants to know who is going
to cook his steak tonight. Rainbow suggests he should call
Kuzza to see who he has nominated. Pash rings the bell and
the skulls are soon underway.

Skulls:
Goblet is standing in as the Lip as the G.M has again forgotten to pick up our regular Lip.
There is a certain Hasher amongst us who is a keen amateur photographer. The Hasher was recently commissioned to take photos at one of his mates daughters 18th
birthday. Special instructions were given make sure you
get a photo cutting the cake, no worries was the reply.
The cake cutting time arrives the Hasher positions himself in front of the cake, the daughter leans forward and
plunges the knife into the cake. The camera starts clicking away. The event is over and the photos reveal not a
single photo of the cake only photos of the girls cleavage
as she leant forward in her low cut dress.
Up you get One Hump
Goblet has to remind Hashers that we are in the circle,
two Hashers ignore the acting Lip and keep talking. Goblet soon regains control, up you two get Blakey and Deep
Sh@t.
The G.M has had a lot on his mind recently, trying to sell
his house contemplating moving to W.A as well as keeping the LH3 rabble under control. The G.M recently ruined the trailers jockey wheel leaving it down as he drove
off with the trailer hitched up to his car. Tonight he has
left the second miracle cooler at home so there will be
not light ale keg. To top things off he has forgotten to
pick up the Lip. Up you get Tagg.
One of our Hashers took his kinky swimming attire with
him last week on the bus trip to Bridport hoping to have
time for a quick dip at the drink stop. Pash found the
bathing costume under his seat when he hosed out the
spilt beer. Up You get Boong.
The next Hasher summonsed to the circle to skull is Rickshaw for setting the run.
The last to skull tonight is Aloha the owner of the venue.
Aloha has advised he is happy to have other Hashers set
runs from his property as he is too busy (lazy) at work to
set runs himself.

Raffle:
It may be you running the raffle in four weeks
time.
Meat tray: Inlet.
SCA tool set: Blakey
Bottle rough red: Bugsy.
Six pack cider: Inlet
Six pack Boags traveller: Fingers
More rough red: Goblet, Scary and Left Right.

Committee:
The Committee that brings you more for another three weeks.
GM: Tagg, JM: Goblet, Hash Cash: Scary, Monk: Pash, Trail master: Inlet, Horn: Mr. Sheen, Lip: Spyder, Scribe:
Bugsy

Receding Hare Line
11th February Hare: Inlet Venue: Tyles block.
15th-16th Feb 2014 Golconda 2 Hare Hash Pash camping in paradise weekend.
18th February Hare: Mr Sheen Venue: 4 Bayview Drive Blackstone Heights
25th February Erection night Venue: Newlands St Trevallyn Hare: Scary
4th March who knows?? Ask next years committee.
More Hares required see next years Trail Master before he nominates you to set a run.
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au
LH4
Thursday 6th February Hare: Inspector Gadget Venue: Harley Parade Prospect.
LH3 Website
Joke of the Week

Q: What do blondes and Tooheys beer bottles
have in common?
A: They're both empty from the neck up.
A German woman married an American gentleman born in Virginia and they lived happily ever after in
his home town.
The poor lady was not very proficient in English, but did manage to communicate with her husband.
The real problem arose whenever she had to shop for groceries.
One day, she went to the butcher counter and wanted to buy chicken legs. She didn't know how to put
forward her request, so, in desperation, clucked like a chicken and lifted up her skirt to show her thighs.
Her butcher got the message and gave her the chicken legs.
Next day she needed to get chicken breasts, again she didn't know how to say it, so she clucked like a
chicken and unbuttoned her blouse to show the butcher her breasts. The butcher understood again and
gave her some chicken breasts.
On the 3rd day, the poor lady needed to buy sausages. Unable to find a way to communicate this, she
brought her husband to the store...
(Please scroll down.)

Her husband speaks English....hellooo!
I worry about Hashers Sometimes!

Three Kick Rule
A big city lawyer went duck hunting in rural Georgia. He shot and dropped a bird, but it fell into a farmer's field on the other
side of a fence.
As the lawyer climbed over the fence, an elderly farmer drove up on his tractor and asked him what he was doing.
The litigator responded, "I shot a duck and it fell in this field and now I'm going to retrieve it."
The old farmer replied, "This is my property and you are not coming over here."
The indignant lawyer said, "I am one of the best trial attorneys in the United States and if you don't let me get that duck, I'll sue
you and take everything you own.
The old farmer smiled and said, "Apparently, you don't know how we settle disputes in the country. We settle small disagreements like this with the "Three Kick Rule."
The lawyer asked, "What is the Three Kick Rule'?"
The Farmer replied, "Well, because the dispute occurs on my land, first I kick you three times and then you kick me three times
and so on back and forth until someone gives up."
The attorney quickly thought about the proposed contest and decided that he could easily take the old codger. He agreed to
abide by the local custom.
The old farmer slowly climbed down from the tractor and walked up to the attorney. His first kick planted the toe of his heavy
steel-toed boot into the lawyer's groin and dropped him to his knees. His second kick to the midriff sent the lawyer's last meal
gushing from his mouth.
The lawyer was on all fours when the farmer's third kick to his rear end sent him face-first into a fresh cow pie.
The lawyer summoned every bit of his will and managed to get onto feet. Wiping his face with the arm of his jacket, he said,
"Okay, you old coot. Now it's my turn."
The old farmer smiled and said, "Naw, I give up. You can have the duck."

Inlet tell lizzie to
wash your jeans
in hot water it
will stop them
from shrinking at
the bottom

